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our combined 43 years teaching writing observed writers
whether taught do work through individual cognitive
process road producing written document keenly aware try
help students discover strategic approach writing work them

writing teachers do same fact directly teaching strategic writing
process become fairly influential model first language composition programs
benson & heidish 1995 model decidedly trickled down second

language writing instruction raimes 1996

although writing process models well degree detail contained
them differ somewhat strategic steps models include variations
these tasks inventingexploringinventing exploring planningorganizingplanning organizing drafting revisingeditingrevising editing
spack 1995 leki 1992 grabe & kaplan 1996 second language writing

textbooks often organized around recognized writing process emphasis
critical thinking rhetorical patterns well resulting what reid 1993

called processproductprocess product approach teaching writing

subscribe processproductprocess product approach teaching writing working
our university nonnativenon native speakers often reflected our own writing

strategies attempt help our students find process work them
given subscribe notion size fits example

us cleans furiously initial steps process formulating ideas
while works crossword puzzles while ideas begin take shape
us taps creative juices early morning often arising 400 am draft

manuscript while typically bums midnight oil pounding away
computer keys differ greatly early stages writing process match

easily final stages editing revising

researched writing process described literature
model our students writing them class spend great deal time

energy initial steps teaching students generate ideas organize
thinking before begin write do even vigor having
learned our studies holmes & moulton 1994 first step
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creates anxiety students study worked class advanced
ESL writers inviting them first day class cartoon steps take

creating composition start finish many cartoons depicted students
clue how generate ideas several drew themselves complete emotional

turmoil unable come even word text see figure 1 study
opened our eyes emotional cognitive difficulties students seemed face
now years later wondered having almost completed required
writing courses universitys general education core our second language writers

overcome emotional difficulties associated writing9

figure 1

chinese student depicts growing anxiety writing
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study

answer our question decided investigate writing processes non-
native students final week semester required writing

instruction university our institution students must place freshman
writing program receiving 5.05050 test written english ETS may

successfully complete advanced ESL writing course following placement

students take two courses composition rhetoric both designed teach
critical thinking academic writing research skills writing process underpins

writing instruction our composition program decided examine
writing strategies students completed minimum two likely

three four semesters academic writing thus assured
students investigated thoroughly steeped writing process
minimum then students years experience using writing process

far

assignment

near end second semester freshman composition rhetoric
asked students three classes second year composition draw strategies

engaged asked complete writing assignment english class apart
request cues given students told fret art

work interested finding next picasso interested
looking what id needed write english class limits

placed drawing students given several sheets sketching paper
each weekend complete drawings

students

fifty sixty students enrolled three composition classes submitted
drawings depicting own strategies writing academic paper
nationality students study predominately asian 39

50 representing various asian nations japan 9 korea 12 china 11

philippines 3 thailand 2 indonesia 1 nepal 1 taiwan 1

remaining 13 students hailed oman russia italy sweden nigeria hungary
morocco israel poland thirty four 50 students female age

participants ranged 20 43 mean 25 these two statistics
gender age reflect norms university whole off-iceoffice
institutional analysis planning 2002 half participants
seniors 26 while four students freshman rest students
divided between juniors 8 sophomores 12 graduate student
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norm university native speakers take freshman
composition during first second semesters

what cartoons showed

collecting drawings examined them looking themes might
reveal students understanding writing process emotional responses
toward writing using strauss corbins 1990 constant comparative method
data analysis discovered four themes related writing process
students emotional responses coloring actions interpretations

finding topic

half students 25 50 showed strategy finding topic
somehow idea just arose depicted themselves beginning write
papers many used multiple panels describe themselves loss idea

next panel finished paper see figure 2

figure 2

japanese seniors paper magically appears despite
lack idea
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almost 25 students depicted use internet means finding

topic three classes focused research based writing
totally clear whether students searching ideas easily available
sources 22 students showed themselves creating idea

own thoughts two those students used word brainstorming trying
think idea remaining students found ideas elsewhere library
books newspapers television talking friends family

25 students depicted themselves struggling ideas 48 seniors 24

juniors 20 sophomores 4 freshman single graduate
student depicted himself searching vainly idea

getting started

third students 1188 showed delay procrastination depicted

themselves immediately beginning assignment remaining students however

showed various means procrastination delaying tactics avoidance see figure 3

figure 3

nepalese senior uses multiple tactics aid writing paper
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eleven students showed themselves sleeping rather writing eight students

used food delaying tactic sometimes need prior writing sometimes

reward between steps writing seven students watched television movies while

five students listened music rather write students depicted themselves

cleaning doing laundry exercising walking dog taking bath going

friends shopping paying bills playing computer smoking anything

avoid writing papers number methods delay equaled far

number students many depicted multiple techniques procrastination

organizing drafting paper

eight students freshman sophomore junior five seniors

made reference organizing material four showed referred bubbles

clustering webbing semantic mapping three referred plan main points

showed both cluster map first then outline see figure 4

figure 4

korean senior shows both clustering outliningoutlinmi
first few panels

Li
students moved directly ideas either drafts finished papers

see figure 5 half students 26 first draft final draft
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figure 5

chinese junior moves first final draft step
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revising editing

five students showed themselves editing revising fixing own work

though clear whether differentiation between revising

editing six students asked peers help them revise edit while three students went

help writing center ten students showed themselves writing

draft paper see figure 6
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figure 6

japanese sophomore revises edits multiple drafts
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underlying emotions

many students depicted emotions through universal symbols clocks
calendars present 26 students cartoons usually accompanied text

lines indicated stress writing assignment stress emerged
middle night five students showed themselves lying bed unable

sleep need work papers student drew herself
situation using insomnia essay topic while another chose see bad
dream still showing stress another student sketched assignment pursuing while
still another depicted himself being tossed deep well frustration
assignment shown through tears student through angry smoke
erupting another students head still another found herself eating enjoying

food assignment hanging head verbal
expressions anxiety frustration nine cartoons student used swear words
while another used symbols swearing &t& two students used word
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difficult while another called help student rebelled asking

cares another stated 1I dont wanna do student drew writing

assignment punishment teacher angrily yelling him raising stick

against him student cried 1I cant do getting idea finishing paper

showed positive emotional overtones

eighteen percent students used light bulb smiles show delight

idea came them paper finished 3388 depicted themselves

having big smiles faces though necessarily smiling several students

rewarded themselves upon completion cigar walk moonlight

husband boyfriend another ice cream cone third student

relieved finished writing necessarily happy four students depicted

themselves bleary eyed asleep exhausted done see figure 7

figure 7

final panels various students express diverse
emotions completion writing
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what cartoons implied

delaying tactics students came surprise even seasoned writers

engage ritualistic behaviors avoid facing empty page reeves 1991

already pointed what surprise however fact students

depicted these tactics detail diversity our earlier study cartoons

18 advanced ESL writing students holmes & moulton 1994 few students showed

delaying tactics although did show form writing apprehension yet almost

two thirds freshman composition students showed multiple means

procrastination prompt given did encourage them show non writing

behaviors merely stated draw steps you go through you asked write

composition class why then did many choose include delaying

tactics part composing strategies why did these students show

avoidance earlier students lower level writing class how

revelations assist teacher

another surprise students lack ideas write despite fact

college freshman english class 68 students juniors seniors

already taking courses majors presumably specific interests

chosen fields mature enough opinions many topics yet half
students including 48 seniors 24 juniors showed themselves

struggling find idea perhaps students past experiences own cultures

educational systems still influenced these students example students asian
cultures used writing assignments prescribed style content grabe

& kaplan 1996 mckay 1989 similarly russian students asked write

own opinions often hesitant do own culture does

encourage benesch 2001 previous educational programming may

conflict american educational expectations students struggle overcome

conflict come idea

third surprise small number students 16 referred means

organizing papers despite having exposed multiple strategies

earlier ESL writing classes first semester freshman composition while
may chosen depict strategies used small number students

showed themselves using organizing strategies indicates otherwise furthermore

three these elements procrastination having ideas organization part

pre writing phase writing process part writing process made

alien concepts international students despite being taught doesnt transfer

easily between cultures
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concern unexpected prominence cartoonedcartooned frames

students featured themselves delaying unable come ideas organize

papers undertone negative emotions associated writing academic paper
fully half drawings students depicted themselves expressing form

unproductive negative emotion frown curse word exhaustion confusion

frustration defeatism since did follow interviews students

study never know completely source anxiety students illustrated

cartoons pressure time feelings incompetence

disconnect own thinking processes form ofincongruenceincongruence
expectations writing native cultures versus writing american

academic setting simply dread universal writers

what study clarified us along teachers

whom associate do give enough attention minimizing writing apprehension

12 writers once those students leave our ESL classrooms enter mainstream academic

programs assume perhaps wrongly students pass TOEFL

TWE tests ready prime time academics

steeped writing process longer fearful writing drawings our
second semester mainstream composition students show otherwise suggest need

furtherfarther attention writing anxiety issues second language populations

review literature revealed us studies second language writing

anxiety began 1980s witnessed seminal work rose 1980 gungle
taylor 1989 these studies followed prevalent research strand involving

writing apprehension faced native english speakers initiated development

daly miller writing apprehension test 1975 same time teaching

composition shifting paradigms focus process rather product eg emig
1971 perhaps confluence these two movements writing process

recognizing student writing anxiety invited researchers hypothesize teaching

students stages writing process mitigate students fears many strategies

suggested researchers practitioners both LIll11 12 involved emphasizing

various stages writing process help students overcome reluctance write

while researchers speculated many causes anxiety students

experience write two causes appear top list cause

studentslackstudentstudentsslacksiacklack writing skills holladay 19811981 thompson 1979 students perceive

grammar syntax weak often reluctant put words paper fear

negative evaluation teachers way teachers help students overcome

particular anxiety emphasizedeemphasizede evaluation linguistic level emphasize

nurture development content level calderonello & edwards 1986 elbow 1973
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1981 murray 1984 precisely what writing process advocates write

content sentence accuracy first draft another suggestion made both

advocates writing process researchers writing anxiety development

workshop atmosphere elbow 1981 fox 1980 student centered approach de-

emphasizes teacher evaluation making use peer review drafting revising

editing researchers suggested during drafting stage teachers use

questions help students develop content rather point errors make negative

comments gungle & taylor 1989

another common cause writing apprehension uncovered literature

fear revealing oneself thompson 1979 revealing thoughts writing makes

vulnerable many ways what being said how being said

workshop process pre writing peer discussion groups allows students test

ideas before committing them paper reeves 1997 focusing technical
writing raisman 1984 move student away issues may too

personal too revealing

while these two causes writing anxiety almost strategies

addressed literature combat these causes part writing

process might assume teachers use writing process

students devoid writing anxiety our study showed necessarily

case writers knew used writing process still suffered writing anxiety

even though aware how proceed writing perhaps

explained earlier pieces literature writing anxiety pointed
every writer certain amount anxiety bloom 1979 natural part

writing process becomes dysfunctionaldys functional extreme 12 teachers

must ever cognizant fact our students perhaps significant

linguistic cultural psychological needs mainstream LIll11 students may
apt suffer writing anxiety need guide them skillfully gently

world academic writing
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